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All Systems Are Go–To Stop BATFE Abuses
You know better than to imagine that we would ever give up on this project!

Big Progress To Date!
Thank you to everyone who has already contributed toward our video documentary, The Gang.

With the support so far, we have filmed several portions of the final product, including:
• Interview: John Ross, author of Unintended Consequences
• Testimony: about a BATFE special agent’s callous attitude regarding the agency’s knowledge of
the Nazi roots of the 1968 Gun Control Act. It should make your blood run cold!

• Interviews:Attorneys offering key insights to help gun owners
• Exposed: Damning film footage you were never meant to see
• Testimony: Victims courageously describe BATFE abuse
• Interview: A Washington insider who knows the score
• Exposed: How a shoelace becomes a “machine gun” – according to the BATFE
There is more news, as word spreads about The Gang:
• Our “friends” in Congress are putting on their dog-and-pony show, and will likely pass some BATFE
“reform” legislation (which won’t abolish the BATFE).

• We not only have a copy of the Congressional Research Service’s memo stating that the BATFE had
no written procedures for testing firearms, but as a result of that memo – and your phone calls to
Congress – we have obtained a copy of the BATFE’s response to the memo stating that they were
going to begin creating a manual for future testing. Unfortunately, an industry trade group of
“patriots for profit” is helping the BATFE write that manual ...

• Carl Truscott has announced he will step down as director of the BATFE. (Maybe to avoid the heat
from The Gang??)

That’s a lot accomplished to date.
Now we are writing and revising the script, and next we’ll be editing the scripted video footage into

a finalized film. Editing the scripted video costs $3,000 per day, and we anticipate a minimum of 18
days will be necessary. That’s $54,000 additional funds we will need.

If you haven’t helped out yet, now is the perfect time!

How Gun Owners LikeYouWill Win
Some may ask, “Why should I support this film project?” The answer is simple: if you help us get

The Gang completed and later distributed, then you can become a winner and stop losing your rights to
an agency gone bad.

It’s painfully clear that too many gun owners remain clueless to the evil that the BATFE represents.
The Gang can bring everybody up to speed on the single greatest threat to gun ownership in America.

Up until now, gun owners have become accustomed to compromising – lying down and rolling over
whenever BATFE tramples our rights. Gun owners have bowed to the dictates of these bureaucrats, and
the results are: more laws that are more complicated and more deceptive ... and more abuses of gun own-
ers by agents.

The Choice Is Clear –Your Decision Is Needed
If you support your self-evident, natural, human right to defend your life and the true meaning of the

SecondAmendment, then supporting the production of The Gang should be an obvious choice to make.
No other gun rights or Second Amendment project can organize millions of gun owners to reaffirm

that our cause is just. No other project is demanding the ultimate elimination of all federal control of
your firearms.

Time is critical. For decades the BATFE has been collecting the yellow firearms purchase forms
(4473’s) and waiting for the appropriate time to use that information against you. Don’t just wait for the
inevitable. Let’s get together behind making The Gang available to millions of gun owners.

The fight against bloated and abusive federal bureaucracies can be won, when the people get togeth-
er! It’s a numbers game, and the numbers are in our favor: millions of gun owners versus a few hundred
BATFE agents.

If you agree that abolishing the federal control and regulation of all firearms is good for you and for
all decent gun owners, then call us toll-free (800) 869-1884 today. Or visit the website at www.jpfo.org,
and follow the signs.
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